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ABSTRACT

Recently, the Keck interferometer was upgraded to do self-phase-referencing (SPR) assisted K-band spectroscopy at $R \sim 2000$. This means, combining a spectral resolution of 150 km/s with an angular resolution of 2.7 mas, while maintaining high sensitivity. This SPR mode operates two fringe trackers in parallel, and explores several infrastructural requirements for off-axis phase-referencing, as currently being implemented as the KI-ASTRA project. The technology of self-phase-referencing opens the way to reach very high spectral resolution in near-infrared interferometry. We present the scientific capabilities of the KI-SPR mode in detail, at the example of observations of the Be-star 48 Lib. Several spectral lines of the circumstellar disk are resolved. We describe the first detection of Pfund-lines in an interferometric spectrum of a Be star, in addition to $Br\gamma$. The differential phase signal can be used to (i) distinguish circum-stellar line emission from the star, (ii) to directly measure line asymmetries tracing an asymmetric gas density distribution, (iii) to reach a differential, astrometric precision beyond single-telescope limits sufficient for studying the radial disk structure. Our data support the existence of a radius-dependent disk density perturbation, typically used to explain slow variations of Be-disk hydrogen line profiles.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The ASTRA (ASTrometric and phase-Referencing Astronomy) upgrade program aims at extending the sensitivity and spectral resolution of the Keck interferometer (KI) through phase referencing.\textsuperscript{1-4} The data in this article were observed as a science demonstration project of the self-phase-referencing (SPR, on-axis fringe tracking) mode.\textsuperscript{5,6} Due to the stabilized fringes, >100x longer integrations can be taken on the second fringe camera. SPR offers a spectral resolution $R=(\lambda/\Delta\lambda)$ of 2000, which is Nyquist sampled at $R=1000$ (330 pixels across the K’-band) at K $\leq$ 7 mag.\textsuperscript{5} The here presented data demonstrate that the differential visibility phase can be retrieved at unprecedented precision (3 mrad at K $= 5$ mag, which represents 3 mas on sky or a centroiding precision of $10^{-3}$). Non-linear phase changes in the source spectrum can be measured, and typically indicate translations of the photo-center over the respective spectral channels on the sky. The
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operational readiness of KI-SPR was successfully demonstrated with the here discussed observations of 48 Lib on the night of April 25, 2008 (UT). In addition, several young stellar objects were observed successfully. We show at the example of 48 Lib the wealth of spatial and spectral information that can be provided by SPR data.

2. BE-STAR DISK AS SPR SCIENCE CASE

Since early on, it is known that a large fraction of Be stars show cyclic variations in the ratio between the violet and red flux of the HI emission lines (V/R). Early measurements with the GI2T interferometer spatially and timely resolved the Hα emission of γ-Cas, showing spatial variation of the line emission region with time. Theoretical models predict a prograde one-armed spiral density pattern, slowly precessing in the disk and creating the V/R cycles. The latter authors calculate that the radial extension of such a disk oscillation mode should be confined to a few stellar radii, which can be probed by interferometry. Spectro-interferometric observations of the photocenter shift in hydrogen lines of ζ Tau appear to directly confirm a one-armed density mode in the disk.

Goal of the science demonstration project was to show, that KI-SPR data are suitable to measure directly, and efficiently, even in a single dataset, core parameters like radial extent and radius-dependence of the often discussed slowly rotating density inhomogeneities in the gas around Be stars. We chose 48 Lib as science demonstration target because of its edge-on disk geometry. This ensures strong features in the differential visibility and phase signals across the emission lines.

3. RESULTS

Each dataset consists of 155 frames of 0.5 sec integration time. The resulting measurables of the SPR observation (flux, V2, and dφ) are shown in Fig. 1. Spectroscopic observations at this resolution are a new feature at KI. To ensure proper wavelength calibration, the slope of the spectrometer wavelength table is measured internally by a Fourier transform based technique. In the standard KI observing setup, this slope is applied automatically to the data provided through the NExScI archive. Furthermore, we used telluric absorption lines in the raw spectra to estimate an order of magnitude for the differential stability at the level of a few 10−3.

The quality of the resulting wavelength calibration is shown by overplotting the HI-recombination line centers in Fig. 1 (dotted lines). It is reassuring, that 1) the flux line profiles are centered, that 2) the various Pfund lines show the same profile, and most importantly, that 3) the dφ of both Brγ and Pfund lines crosses zero close to the transition wavelengths, and with the same sign of the slope. (3) is expected for an inclined Keplerian disk.

3.1 Data quality

To show the high differential stability of the data over the used band, linear continua are shown in red. The red line in the dφ panel marks zero phase, and is not a fit. The resulting pixel-to-pixel errors are Δφ = 0.003, ΔV2 = 0.007, and Δdφ = 3 mrad. The higher relative precision of the dφ signal with respect to the precision of the visibility is expected for such spectro-interferometric measurements.

This differential stability at the level of a few 10−3 is unprecedented for spectrally dispersed OLBI data at the spectral resolution and sensitivity offered by KI-SPR. It is the key to derive the scientific results presented in the next section. The stable dφ slope was achieved by two steps in the data reduction, which reflect that a non-zero group delay creates a quadratic phase slope over the K-band, due to the use of airfilled delay lines. First, frames with group delays of more than 4.5 μm are rejected. The remaining set of frames (>90%) was corrected for the linear phase slope of the group delay. In a second step, the quadratic phase slope due to the group delay was fitted, and removed. These pre-processed frames were averaged, and the standard deviation describes the differential precision well. More details on the data reduction and calibration are given in. The 3 mrad precision level of dφ is given by the SNR. Fainter sources will have lower precision. Longer integrations will probably improve on the phase precision.

3.2 Information on the radial disk structure

Fig. 1 shows that different components have been detected in the spectra of 48 Lib: a clearly resolved continuum emission, and HI recombination line emission of Brγ and, for the first time, various Pfund lines. Our quantitative results are summarized in Table 1. θFWHMcont and θFWHMcont, disk give the Gaussian full-width-half-maximum, fitted to the continuum visibilities without, and with taking into account the photospheric contribution, respectively. Φcorr and Φcorr denote the total and correlated line fluxes. The violet (V) and red (R) velocity bins are given as well as the respective V/R values. θFWHM and PC
Figure 1. Top: Mean calibrated flux ratio between the 48 Lib and the continuum divided calibrator. The red solid line marks a linear continuum fit. The different line profiles of Brγ and Pf-emission lines are clearly visible. Center: Mean calibrated V2 of 48 Lib showing that both the NIR continuum and the recombination line emission are spatially resolved by the interferometer. A linear continuum (red line) was fitted to the line free regions. Bottom: The calibrated differential phase data. The red line marks zero phase. All plots show the rest wavelength of the target. The vertical dotted lines indicate the rest wavelength of the recombination lines. It is apparent that all lines show the same slope at the line center, as expected for disk emission.
shift
line are the Gaussian FWHM fit and intrinsic photocenter shift of the line in the indicated velocity bin. All uncertainties
in the table are derived from the standard deviations of the mean total flux and correlated flux spectra shown in the
figures. These uncertainties reflect the differential, relative precision of the values.

To improve on the signal to noise of the Pfund lines, we use a flux-weighted average of the five strongest Pfund
lines (24..28) with a signal-to-noise ratio of 5-8. It appears that derived photocenter offsets of the Pfund-lines are
significantly smaller than the Brγ offsets, while the velocities are higher. In the Keplerian disk picture, this hints to the
fact that the majority of the Pfund emission originates from significantly smaller centro-stellar radii than the Brγ emission.
This finding confirms the idea of optically thick hydrogen emission in Be-star disks. Comparing the respective Einstein
absorption coefficients, we find B5,24 < B4,7 < B2,3, and can expect that the Pfund emission is emitted from inside of
Brγ as seen in the data. With the same reasoning, Brγ should be emitted at smaller stellocentric radii than Hα, which
was indirectly confirmed by the data of (similarly for ζ Tau). Also the smaller Hα peak velocities are consistent with
larger stellocentric radii compared to Brγ and Pfund lines.

In addition to this radial information, the overall line profiles of the detected Brγ and Pfund emission are different.
The blue-shifted Brγ emission is significantly stronger than the red part, while the average Pfund profile is symmetric.
The Hα spectra of 48 Lib, provided by the BeSS database also report a V/R > 1 at the time of our observations. Such a
radius dependent line emission asymmetry between Hα and Pfund) reminds of the often observed phase shifts of the slow,
but periodic V/R variations of different hydrogen lines of Be-stars. Although our single dataset cannot reveal a proper
spiral density wave in the disk as predicted by theoretical models, the linear constraints from the KI data are consistent
with those models, and rule out scenarios of dominating hydrogen emission significantly outside of Brγ and Pfund stellar radii.
The continuum emission by bound-free and free-free thermal emission in the disk is clearly resolved. The data suggest similar centro-stellar radii than for the Pfund emission lines.

This discussion demonstrates how the combination of total, and correlated flux and dφ measurements at the differential
precision of KI-SPR give strong linear constraints on the disk structure, in particular if several lines can be resolved.

---

Table 1: Measured and derived properties of the circumstellar shell of 48 Lib. See Sect. 3.2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line</th>
<th>F_{line} (norm.)</th>
<th>F_{corr} (norm.)</th>
<th>θ_{FWHM} line (mas)</th>
<th>PC shift (mas)</th>
<th>V_{(-250,-100 km/s)}</th>
<th>R_{(100,250 km/s)}</th>
<th>V / R</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brγ</td>
<td>0.29 ± 0.01</td>
<td>0.23 ± 0.01</td>
<td>1.7 ± 0.2</td>
<td>2.2 ± 0.2</td>
<td>0.16 ± 0.01</td>
<td>1.4 ± 0.2</td>
<td>1.80 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pfund (5 : 24..28)</td>
<td>0.029 ± 0.01</td>
<td>0.024 ± 0.01</td>
<td>1.9 ± 0.3</td>
<td>0.9 ± 0.3</td>
<td>0.028 ± 0.01</td>
<td>1.5 ± 0.2</td>
<td>1.0 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

*http://basebe.obspm.fr/basebe/*
discuss how such constraints can be modelled in detail for the disk of a Be star. Without applying such a physical model, we simply depict in Fig. 2 that a one-armed over-density could explain all measured disk parameters.

4. OUTLOOK

Repeated KI-SPR observations with the used setup of 48 Lib, or similar Be stars, would show if the measured line properties would change with time according to a precessing density perturbation, as the cyclic $V/R$ variations suggest. In principle, using different dispersive elements, the self-phase-referencing technique would allow to achieve even higher spectral resolution.

We demonstrated that spectro-interferometric astrometry in the $K'$-band can produce extremely accurate results on the 5-10 $\mu$as level. The detection of the Pfund lines shows that even weak line emission can produce a significant signal in the differential phase. Covering large parts of the $K'$-band allows for the simultaneous detection of several emission lines in one spectrum with KI-SPR. The is ideal for differential studies of circum-stellar disks, emission line binaries, and other objects resolved by the 85 m baseline of the KI. Extragalactic targets, like the kinematics of the broad-line region of nearby AGN, could be directly resolved with such spectrally resolved interferometric observations, if the current limiting magnitude of KI-SPR could be pushed to the $K \sim 9 - 10$ mag level.
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